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Recap: Why/How of Functional Assays

1. Goal is to test the function of very large numbers of 
genetic variants or non-coding elements.


2. To scale functional assays, we test pooled libraries.


3. Methods facilitated by cheap DNA sequencing & 
synthesis, plus a repertoire of technical tricks to 
construct libraries and read out the assay.



Today’s Topics

• Pooled CRISPR screens


• Deep mutational protein scans



Learning Goals

• What is the purpose of the assay?


• What technical tricks are needed to make it work?


• What are the limitations of the assay?

Be able to evaluate functional assays in the literature by 
answering these questions: 



Pooled CRISPR Assays

Why?



How would you do these 
experiments?

• RNA-seq for 1000 gene knockouts


• ID target genes of 500 enhancers by deleting the 
enhancers


• Mutagenize every base pair of a super enhancer at its 
native genomic locus (not on a plasmid)


• Measure drug sensitivity after knockdown of 500 tumor 
suppressors



What’s Needed for Pooled 
CRISPR?

• A library of designed guide RNAs


• A common readout of function (maybe reporter gene)


• Method to get Cas9 and 1 gRNA per cell. (Why 1)


• A way to link gRNA identity with phenotypic readout of 
the cell.



Genetic Screen for SHH Regulators



Genetic Screen for SHH Regulators



The Data



Example 2: Mapping Regulatory 
DNA by In Vivo Mutagenesis



Aim: Identify regulatory sequence for a gene by in vivo 
mutagenesis 

Method: Identify regulatory sequence for a gene by in 
vivo mutagenesis with 1000’s of gRNAs

What problems have to be solved to make the 
method work?



Multiplexed Editing 
Regulatory Assay (MERA)





“Surprisingly, we observed a novel class of 
genomic elements downstream of Tdgf1 that did 
not coincide with any known markers of regulatory 
activity…”  

We designated such elements that do not contain 
any of these markers as unmarked regulatory 
elements (UREs). UREs were often over 1 kb in 
length and produced a loss of GFP comparable to 
that induced by some distant enhancers.”



Perturb-seq

See also companion papers: 

Cell, Volume 167, Issue 7, 15 December 2016, Pages 1867-1882.e21

Cell, Volume 167, Issue 7, 15 December 2016, Pages 1883-1896.e15



Aim: Identify factors in LPS immune response by 
genetic screen 

Method: Combine pooled CRISPR library with single 
cell RNA-seq

What problems have to be solved to make the 
method work?













Coding Sequences 
(Deep Mutational Scans)



What’s the goal of 
GWAS?



https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/gwas-catalog-exploring-snp-trait-
associations/why-do-we-need-gwas-catalog/what-are-genome







No GWAS will ever be large enough!



Variants of Unknown 
Significance (VUS)

“[With current cancer panels], the probability of detecting a 
VUS is higher than the probability of detecting a pathogenic 
variant.”





Deep Mutational Scan

• Create a library of all possible protein aa variants


• Pick an assayable function


• Pick a cell type


• Integrate one variant per cell (usually)


• Read out assay by sequencing DNA of variants



Tested 96.5% of all possible SNVs in 13 (of 23) exons 

Found 400 non-functional missense mutations 

Found 300 mutations that affect expression





Pathogenic vs Benign VUS & Conflicting



Matreyek, et al. Nature Genetics 50: 874–882 (2018)

Premise: Protein stability is a good functional 
assay 



VAMP-Seq 
(Variant abundance by massively parallel 

sequencing)

1. Create variants by site-saturation mutagenesis (variable 
oligos with inverse PCR on a WT plasmid template)


2. Variants fused to GFP, sequence barcodes cloned in


3. Integrate library at single locus in HEK293 cells


4. Sort-seq: Sort cells on GFP levels, sequence sorted bins







Always Assess Reproducibility



Caveats to Functional 
Assays

• Many proteins have more than one function


• Assays only feasible in cell lines that may be wrong context


• Assays don’t capture epistasis between variants


• Assays don’t necessarily reflect in vivo function


• Can do SNPs, not CNVs


• Noisy data


• Scale of the problem is still too large

Starita, et al., AJHG, Volume 101, Issue 3, 7 September 2017, Pages 315-325



The Current Vision



Assigned Readings



Assigned Readings

• Don’t worry about the computational analysis or specific 
biological results.


• Don’t worry about memorizing details of the methods.


• Focus on assay design, library construction, strengths 
and weaknesses of the functional assay - the big themes 
we discussed.



As you read the paper ask 
these questions:

• What is the purpose of the functional assay(s)?


• How does the assay work?


• What are the limitations of the method?



Questions?

Reach me at mawhite@wustl.edu

mailto:mawhite@wustl.edu


eLife 2018;7:e35989 DOI: 10.7554/eLife.35989



Aim: Identify regulatory impact of a human-specific LTR 
on gene expression

Method: Simultaneously modulate ~700 LTRs with 
CRISPRi or CRISPRa and CARGO



CRISPRi

Larson, et al., Nat Protoc. 2013 Nov;8(11):2180-96



Chimeric Array of gRNA 
Oligos (CARGO)



Epigenetic State of LTRs



LTR-Regulated Genes in 
Stem Cells



Perturb-seq + ATAC-seq





sgRNA + Cell Barcodes





Testing Genetic Interactions
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Genome Res. 2019. 29: 668-681

Gene x Gene x Environment interactions



Double CRISPRi 
Knockdown

782 gRNA1 targets25 gRNA2 interaction targets

gRNA2 barcode



Fitness Assay

1. Sequence original pool of yeast strains


2. Grow (in multiple conditions in parallel)


3. Sequence strain pool after growth


4. Compare input pool to output pool



Key Results

• Only 3.6% of gRNA pairs showed strong 
condition specific interaction


• BUT interaction correlations across conditions 
helped suggest functions for uncharacterized 
genes



Genome Res. 2016. 26: 670-680



WT

TS
Human



• 101 disease, 78 non-disease human variants in 22 genes 
(~200? human genes would be good candidates for this 
assay)


• Simple assay scoring (growth rate or semi-quantitative 
estimate of growth on solid media)





Key Takeaways

• Simple assays with simple scoring metrics do reasonably 
well classifying known pathogenic vs benign


• Not enough data yet to assess true clinical usefulness of 
these assays


• Relatively affordable - synthesis of all AA substitutions of 
a 300 aa is protein is ~$13,000



Final Thoughts on 
Massively Parallel Systems 

• Increasingly common and important in genomics


• No standard experimental or statistical methods yet - 
each work should be judged on reproducibility, good 
experimental design, controls, reasonable statistical 
arguments


• Single cell-seq data poses analysis challenges


• Anyone can do them!



The Current Vision


